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Abstract- Many problems usually occur when water is distributed to outlets in urban setting through pipes and problem 
ranging from the pressure at which water is being distributed and the temperature at which water is being distributed are 
major concern. The main objective of this study is to monitor and determine the rate of discharge of water at a particular 
temperature. The chosen program is See Sharp (C#) programming language and it was used to analyze the mathematical 
model that was developed based on modified Heagen Postulate and continuity equations. This will greatly assist the users 
and the Government to monitor the water distribution into different urban areas by selecting the required pressure and the 
size of the pipe based on radius of the pipe in the distribution of water into different geographical locations, in order to 
prevent the loss and inadequate water distribution. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Software visualization refers to the visualization of 
information in form of static, interactive or animated 
2-D or 3-D visual representations of their structure, 
execution, behavior, and evolution (Johannes and 
Döllner, 2006). 
 
Many specialized graph drawing software have 
already been used for software visualization. 
According to researchers, different types of softwares 
are used for software visualization, such as GraphViz 
and GraphEd, (Koschke and Rainer, 2003). The range 
of UML tools that can act as a visualizer by reverse 
engineering source is by no means short; a 2007 book 
noted that besides the two aforementioned tools, ESS-
Model, BlueJ, and Fujaba also have this capability, 
and that Fujaba can also identify design patterns 
(Stephan, 2007)  Scientific Visualization is the most 
common method that is normally used for analysis of 
data especially those that involve mathematical 
equations and formulae. The essence of this paper is 
to visualize fluid flow pattern. Fluid is a substance 
which cannot withstand a shear stress (John and 
Williams, 2009). Fluid can also be defined as a 
substance which continuously deform when a force is 
applied (Raisinghania, 2003). In order for fluid to be 
useful, it must flow from one region to another and 
the major medium is through pipes. Bruce, John and 
Peter (2009) explained that pipeline system ranges 
from simple ones to complex ones. Our main concern 
is to model the flow of fluid through these pipes with 
the help of mathematical model and visualization 
approach. 
 
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 
To develop the meaningful mathematical model, the 
assumptions made are; 

1. The flow is taking place at a chosen temperature. 
2. The pressure at which water flow can be varied 

at any time. 
3. Flow is taking place with different pipes at 

different radii. 
 

2.1 Mathematical Model Formation 
The model shall be based on Heagen postulate 
equation given as; 

V = 퐩퐫ퟐ

ퟒ퐤
 +  퐀퐋퐨퐠퐞r + B  ………………………….. 

Eq. 1 
The Equation (1) above is modified with the 
following boundary condition according to 
RaisinGhania (2003):  
Let A=0  
V= 0 
0 < 퐞 < 퐫     
Substitute in equation 1 to get 

0 = 퐩퐞ퟐ

ퟒ퐤
+  퐁   ………………………….. Eq. 2 

B = - 퐩퐞
ퟐ

ퟒ퐤
               ………………………….. Eq. 3 

Put Eq. 3 in Eq. 1 to get 

V = 퐩퐫ퟐ

ퟒ퐤
−  퐩퐞

ퟐ

ퟒ퐤
           ………………………….. Eq. 4 

It becomes 

V = - 퐩퐞
ퟐ

ퟒ퐤
 (  -  ) ………………………….. Eq. 5 

This is the Velocity along the pipe. 
Where  
P is Pressure 퐍퐬

퐦ퟐ 
Velocity is 퐦

퐬
 

r is radius in meter (m) 
k is dynamic viscosity 퐍

퐦ퟐ
 

Where the total velocity  
Vt = -∑

pei
2

4k
ei=r
ei=-r 1-

r2

ei
2          ……………….. Eq. 6 

Where  
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e = the rate of flow along the wall of the pipe and 
Vt = Total velocity along the wall of the pipe. 
To calculate discharge rate along the wall of the pipe 
Q = AV  ………………………….. Eq. 7 
Where  
Q = discharge rate in 퐦

ퟑ

퐬
 

A = Area of the wall of the pipe (퐦ퟐ) 
V = Velocity (퐦

ퟐ

퐬
) 

The equation of continuity can be given as  
A1V1 = A2V2 + A3V3… AnVn     
 ………………………….. Eq. 8 
From Eq. 8, we can now determine the total discharge 
rate and distributive rate as  
퐫ퟏퟐ-∑ (− 퐩퐞ퟐ

ퟒ퐤
 (ퟏ − 퐫ퟏퟐ

퐞ퟏퟐ
   )  ei=r

ei=-r   

=퐫ퟐퟐ-∑ (− 퐩퐞ퟐ

ퟒ퐤
 (ퟏ − 퐫ퟐퟐ

퐞ퟐퟐ
   )  ei=r

ei=-r +

 퐫ퟑퟐ-∑ (− 퐩퐞ퟐ

ퟒ퐤
 (ퟏ − 퐫ퟑퟐ

퐞ퟑퟐ
   )  ei=r

ei=-r ………………….. 
Eq. 9 
Where  
Pipe with radius 1 is the one for total discharge and r2 
and r3 and others are distributive pipes from the dam. 
The total water in the dam can be calculated as 
Length X Breadth X Height in which Height can vary 
at any given time. 
 
III. DISCUSSION OF RESULT 
 

 
Fig. 1.1 Discharge Rate of Water at 0 degree temperature with 

radius of 0.4 
 

 
Fig.1.2 Discharge Rate of Water at 100 degree temperature 

with radius of 0.4 

Table 1.1 Discharge Rate of Water at 0 degree 
with radius of 0.4 

Distribute pipe(m/s) Pipe2      Pipe3     W  
0                        0                  0             15000  
26.00               15.60               10.40            14974  
51.35               30.81               20.54            14922.65  
76.04               45.62               30.41            14846.61  
100.07              60.04               40.03            14746.54  
123.44              74.06               49.37            14623.11  
146.15              87.69               58.46            14476.96  
168.20              100.92              67.28            14308.76  
189.60              113.76              75.84            14119.16  
210.34              126.20              84.13            13908.82  
 
Table 1.2 Discharge Rate of Water at 100 degrees 

with radius of 0.4 
Distribute pipe(m/s)  Pipe2      Pipe3       W  
0                0               0              150000  
119.06              70.04               49.02             
149880.94  
235.11              138.30              96.81             
149645.83  
348.14              204.79              143.35            
149297.7  
458.16              269.50              188.65            
148839.54  
565.16              332.45              232.71            
148274.38  
669.15              393.62              275.53            
147605.23  
770.12              453.01              317.11            
146835.11  
868.09              510.64              357.45            
145967.02  
963.03              566.49              396.54            
145003.99  
 
3.1. Discussion 
Fig. 1.1 and 1.2 above show the discharge rate pattern 
of water at 0 and 100 degrees respectively and 
discharge rate is very high in the neighborhood of the 
center of the pipe. Table 1.1 and 1.2 shows the 
discharge rate of water from the dam (W) in which 
Pipe 1 is the total discharge pipe and Pipe 2 and pipe 
3 are the receiving pipes. 
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
We conclude that the fluid flow is taking place in a 
particular pattern and we can measure the amount of 
water that is flowing out of the dam (W) and the 
water remaining in the dam. 
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